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Abstract— Cloud Computing is a technology that provides services and makes available resources. Otherwise, it may 

require huge amount of investment. Besides, this it also increases the availability of those resources so that anyone can access 

the data using web. But such type of advantages comes at a cost. Firstly, the data is uploaded un-securely which is at high risk. 

So that it may get hacked by other peoples also. Secondly, the data saved at remote servers is under the surveillance of unknown 

peoples who can do anything with our data. So, these data security risks are causing a hindrance in the development of the field 

of cloud computing. Thus, this paper has a designed scheme that can help to solve this  type of issues. 

 

 

Index Terms—Data Security, Cloud Computing, Encryption, Steganography, Data-centre. 
 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

  In Today‘s age of information sharing and transfer has been increased in abundance and in tremendous amount. The threat of 

an intruder has accessing some secret information has been an ever existing concern for the data communication experts. so 

protect outsourced data in cloud storage against corruptions, adding fault tolerance to cloud storage together with data integrity 

checking and failure reparation becomes critical. Recently, regenerating codes have gained popularity due to their lower repair 

bandwidth while providing fault tolerance. Existing remote checking methods for regenerating-coded data only provide private 

auditing, requiring data owners to always stay online and handle auditing, as well as repairing, which is sometimes impractical. 

 

 

The hiding of data is frequently called steganography. Steganography is a technology that hides a message within an object. 

Steganography plays an important role in information security. The goal of steganography is to hide the fact that any form of 

communication is occurring by embedding messages into an innocuous looking cover medium such as digital image, video, 

audio and so on, while steganoanalysis   focuses on revealing the presence of the secret messages and extract them. In this 

project we developed an application which increase the security provided by   steganography  by encrypting invisible data and 

hiding into the images. To develop a web system that performs Data integrity checking and failure repairing on data being 

uploaded on server as a third party without disturbing the privacy of the user‘s uploaded document. 

 

 

 

  
 

Fig 1: CLOUD COMPUTING 
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II. EXISTING SYSTEM 

In  existing system how to audit the integrity of the shared data in the cloud with static groups. It means that the group 

is pre- defined before shared data is created in the cloud and the membership of users in the group is not changed 

during data sharing. So for these the original user is responsible for deciding who is able to share his data before 

outsourcing the data to the cloud. Another interesting problem is how to audit the integrity of shared data in the cloud 

with dynamic groups a new user can be added into the group and an existing group member can be revoked during data 

sharing while still preserving identity privacy.  

 

 

 

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Develop an application which increases the security provided by steganography  by encrypting invisible data and hiding into the 

images. 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In our system we are proposing to develop an application which increases the security provided by cryptography and  

stegnography . To develop a web system that performs Data integrity checking and failure repairing on data being uploaded on 

server as a third party without disturbing the privacy of the user‘s uploaded document. 

This model to be presented is based on the principle of securing data both during transmission and while data-at rest at servers. 

To develop a web system that performs Data integrity checking and failure repairing on data being uploaded on server as a third 

party without disturbing the privacy of the user‘s uploaded document. 

This model to be presented is based on the principle of securing data both during transmission and while data-at rest at servers.  

The System Architecture shown in below: 

 
 

 

V. PROCESS 

   A. Storing Process :  

 1)The user selects the data to be uploaded and this selected data gets encrypted using a strong algorithm such as AES algorithm.  

2) The encrypted data is then uploaded to server.  

3) On receiving data, one which came from user side a hiding algorithm is applied which randomly selects the bits positions 

from images where data is to be stored. The bit position is either 0th , 1st or 2nd position.   
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4) This hiding algorithm is used to save the files or data.  

 

    B.Retrieval Process: 

1) When user demands data back a retrieval algorithm extracts images and separates user data from them.  

  2) This extracted data is then sent to client.  

3) On client side, the encrypted data is decrypted  and the original data is retrieved. 

4)The above model addresses security of data at two   levels, one when data is moved to remote servers and another while it is 

being saved and is guarded by the cloud service provider officials.  

 

VI. ALGORITHM 

1. AES : 

The Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) was published by NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) in 2001. 

AES is a symmetric block cipher that is intended to replace DES as the approved standard for a wide range of applications. AES 

Applications:-File encryption and decryption was respectively used in the file upload and download modules.AES encryption 

has the following steps:(1). Conducted a round of secret key plus operator first.(2). Conducted Nr-1 iterations. Use S block to 

substitute each byte; do the displacement for the substitution result, then do t e mix column transform operation. 3).After these, 

a round of secret key plus operator is conducted. D = {D1, D2, D3, D4, …| ‗D‘ given database updates} 

R = {R1, R 2,R 3,R 4, …| ‗R‘ given as  plaintext on desktop application.} 

L = {L 1, L 2,L 3, L 4, …| ‗L‘ given as  encryption for chipertext .}U = {U 1, U 2,U 3, U 4, …| ‗U‘ given request file upload  on 

serve.}C = {C 1,C 2,C3,C4, …| ‗C‘ given request file name from server for download.}M = {M 1,M 2,M 3,M 4, …| ‗M‘ given 

request other user file and modify file .}(4). Final round transform include byte substitution, line transformation and key 

processing operation. We can use 128bit,192 bit key is used to store data. 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Steps of AES Encryption algorithm: 
1. Conduct the round of secret key plus operator first. 

2.Conduct the Nr-1 iterations. Uses block to substitute bit. 

3.Do the displacement for each substitution result. 
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4.Then mix column for transform operation. 

5.After this a round of secret key plus operator is conducted. 

6.Finally, Round transform includes byte substitution, line transformation and key processing operations.  

 

2. Data Hiding algorithms:  

1. Steganography 

 

 

 

 
 

Steps: 

1. Convert the data from decimal to binary. 

2. Read the cover image  

3. Convert the cover image from decimal to binary. 

4. Break the bytes to be hidden into bits. 

5. Take 1
st
 eight byte of original data from cover image. 

6. Replace the least significant bit by 1 bit of the data to be hidden. 

7. Repeat the replace for all bytes of cover image. 

8. Finally the cover image before and after steganography will get form.  

 

2.DES algorithm:  

Decryption process: 

(1). Inverse byte substitution: Like the byte substitution, Inverse byte substitution search eachbyte though the table. 

(2). Inverse row displacement: In contrast with Row displacement operation. 

(3). Inverse column mix: almost the same as column mix operation, but inverse column mihas its own polynomial. The 

polynomial is d(x)=0Bx3+0Dx2+09x+0E. 

(4). Key plus: the same as key plus operation iencryption process.Identify the outputs as OS = {D,R,L ,U,C ,A,B,E,G … 

A = {A1, A 2, A 3, A 4, …| ‗A‘ the Response  as        cipher     text file from the server.}B = {B1, B 2, B 3, B 4, …| ‗B‘ the 

Response  as Login usersuccess.}E = {E 1, E 2, E 3, E 4, …| ‗E‘ the Response  as  upload file on cloud.}G = {G 1, G 2, G 

3, G 4, …| ‗G‘ the Response  as  download  file with request type from cloud.}K = {K 1, K 2, K 3, K 4, …| ‗K‘ the Response  

as  plaintext/original file} 
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1. Fractioning of the text into 64-bit blocks. 

2. Initial permutation of blocks. 

3. Breakdown of the blocks into two parts: left and right, named L and R; 

4. Permutation and substitution steps repeated 16 times (called rounds). 

5.Re-joining of left and right parts then inverse permutation 

 

Data Hiding Algorithms: 

To provide security of data in cloud computing we use. 

1.DES Algorithm:  

Designed by IBM, with modifications proposed by the National Security Agency 

• US national standard from 1977 to 2001 

• De facto standard 

• Block size 64 bits;  

• Key size 56 bits 

• 16-rounds 

• Designed mostly for hardware implementations 

• Considered insecure now 

– vulnerable to brute-force attacks     

 

DES algorithm steps:           

 1) Take 64-bit plaintext block. 

 2) IP(Initial permutation). 

 3) Generate key by 48-bit sub key generator. 

 4) Expansion permutation takes place. 

 5) After it X-OR  with 48 bit key form. 

 6) And then S-Box substitution will get     generated.    Then    S-Box working process, 32-bit  P-   Box permutation takes place. 

7) IP (Final permutation) will form. 

8) After that initial key permutation takes place. 

9) And at last key split, shift and compress. 

Advantages of DES algorithm:  

1. Very Fast :It is ideally suited for implementation in hardware(bits shifts, look ups etc.) 

2. Dedicated  hardware could run DES at 200 Mbytes/s. 

3. It is well suited for voice. 
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VII. Steganography: 

Steganography includes the concealment of information within computer files. In digital steganography, electronic 

communications may include steganographic coding inside of a   transport layer, such as a document file, image file, program or 

protocol. Media files are ideal for steganographic transmission because of their large size. For example, a sender might start 

with an innocuous image file and adjust the color of every 100th pixel to correspond to a letter in the alphabet, a change so 

subtle that someone not specifically looking for it is unlikely to notice it. 

 

  Steganography  Steps: 

 1.Convert the data from decimal to binary. 

 2.Covert the cover Image from decimal to binary. 

 3.Break the byte to be hidden into bits. 

 4.Take first 8 byte of original data from the cover image. 

 5.Replace the least significant  bit by one bit of the data to be   hidden. 

 6.Repeat the replace for all bytes of cover image. 

7.Finally the cover image before and after steganography   will get for functionality for S={D,R,L ,U,M,C ,A,B,E,G,K,FF = 

{F1(),F2()F3(),F4(),F5(),F6(),F7(),F8(),F9(),F10(),F11()} 

F1( D ) :: Update DatabaseF2 ( R) :: Process Requests on  given  plaintext file  encryption.F3( R) :: Respond as applying  AES 

encryption algo..F4( L) :: Process Requests on given as encrypted file will uploaded on server.F5(L) :: Respond as  secret 

data.F6( U) :: Process Requests ongiven   uploaded server file is hiding into image.F7(U) :: Respond as  applying 

steganography.F8 ( C) :: Process Requests on given  file is taking from server.F9( C) :: Respond as  applying DES for 

decryption.F10 ( M) :: Process Requests on getting plaintextF11( M) :: Respond as  system show plaintext/original data. 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

It is indeed that cloud computing can prove to be a been in today‘s work environment hence this paper deals with data security 

issues related to cloud computing so that data centers can provide a good environment to keep data. The above mentioned 

scheme revolves around the problem of data security and with the help of encryption at client side and steganography at server 

side provides a highly secure model that will not only solve the issue of data safety but also simple in its implementation and 

hence usage. As per now the above mentioned scheme has been implemented using java. In future, the technique of image 

compression would be added to improve storage.  
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